
Cookie Rookie Goals

What is your cookie goal?

What can we do with our cookie

money to help others?

What can we do with our cookie

money for fun and learning?

When thinking about your cookie goals,

let's think about two types of goals: 

Once you decide what you want to use

your cookie money for, let's figure out how

many boxes of cookies each girl will need

to sell for your troop to meet its goal. 

How will you reach your
 cookie goal?

string

plastic beads

Using the number you found for how

many boxes each girl needs to sell,

take enough beads to equal the

number of boxes needing to be sold

(you can make more than one

bracelet if needed!)

Tie a bead onto the end of your string,

then string the beads onto the string.

Have your adult help to tie it on your

wrist when finished. 

Wear your bracelet as a reminder of

how many cookies you need to sell

during cookie season to reach your

goal!

You will need:

How to do it:

1.

2.

3.



What do you do if you have multiple
goals?

empty Girl Scout Cookie boxes - one

box per goal

glue dots or tape

scissors

If you have several goals you would like to

use your cookie money towards, let's use

resources wisely and recycle cookie boxes

to help us reach our goals!

You will need:

Cut your cookie box in half, leaving the

front side longer. Fold in the two sides and

and the back about a half of an inch. Take

the front side and fold it down over the

other three sides. Use glue dots or tape to

hold it in place. With an adult's help, cut a

slit in the top so you can insert your

money. 

You can create a label or sign for each box

so you know which goal coordinates with

which box. As you save up money from

your sales in the boxes, you can also keep

track of how much has been saved versus

how much more you need to sell!


